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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
06/10/15  

Small technical steps higher expected off $ weakness  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +8.00, SILVER +15.30, PLATINUM +6.70  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,186.00 +$5.00 from prior AM FIX LME Copper Stocks 
308,025 tons -2,800 tons Shanghai copper stocks -10,670 tons to 145,383 tons  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were mixed in overnight action, with weakness in 
Asia and modest upside seen in European and US shares. The Japanese Nikkei pushed into new low for the 
move, weighed down by strength in the Yen. Comments from Bank of Japan's Kuroda indicated the possibility of 
adjusting monetary policy if that was needed to meet objectives. China's Shanghai Composite drifted lower, with 
some pressure coming off a decision by MSCI not to add Chinese Class A shares to their emerging market index. 
Despite the disappointment, the index managed to hold above the 5,000 level ahead of key economic readings in 
the coming sessions. European shares were marginally higher and on track to break their latest losing streaks, 
with some support coming off of solid retail sector earnings. The morning gains also come in the face of a jump in 
German Bund yields back above 1%. Yesterday's buying trend in the US saw more upside follow through going 
into the Wall Street opening today, with the June S&P 500 up around 20-points from yesterday's new low for the 
move. The US economic calendar is on the lighter side today, with focus turning to Greece, as that country's PM 
meets with leadership from France and Germany.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
Unfortunately, volume has declined on the last two days of gains in futures prices, and that in turn suggests short-
covering and not fresh outright buying might be behind this week's bounce in prices. However, August gold seems 
to have established some value around the $1,175 level, with the failure below and eventual recovery back above 
that level for the fifth time building a consolidation pattern over the last 8 months! The spike lows from November 
($1,135) and March ($1,143.80) still look to offer some form of a stop point for fresh longs but we have to think 
that escalating labor tensions in South Africa and prospects of a sustained downtrend in the Dollar are giving the 
bull camp a more significant fundamental edge. Apparently the Chamber of Mines in South Africa and key mining 
unions accepted a proposal to have open dialogue ahead of a 3 day negotiation meeting scheduled to start June 
22nd. The Chamber of Mines plans to push for an Economic and Social Sustainability compact which the unions 
think is a thinly veiled plan to introduce significant job cuts. With the Dollar ranging down sharply and touching the 
lowest level since May 19th the bull camp in gold retains an edge. Holding back gold is reports that gold derivative  
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holdings fell to the lowest level since January 8th and disappointment that South African wage talks have been 
pushed back to June 22nd.  

 

PLATINUM  
The platinum market has also managed to recover on the charts, but the gains have been hard-won and 
unimpressive. However, a consistent rise in open interest and ongoing support from positive gold price action sets 
the stage for a possible return toward the mid-May highs. Limiting the PGM markets this morning is news that 
Chinese vehicle sales declined in May (but those readings were still above year ago levels) as that suggests 
slowing in China has remained in place and that could dampen forward demand expectations for PGMs. We see 
a key technical pivot point in July platinum at $1,124.40 as the downtrend pattern that started with the big range 
down washout on May 26th seems to be reversed.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
A pattern of higher lows and higher highs leaves the bull camp with a technical edge in gold. A change in 
leadership within the NUM in South Africa, into the current wage talks might complicate the negotiations 
somewhat but overnight news that the parties only agreed to begin talks on June 22nd temporarily tamps down 
supply side fears. However, we still can't rule out a temporary return to $1,200, especially given a fresh 5 day high 
overnight and ongoing weakness in the Dollar. Close-in support in August gold moves up to $1,182.30. 
Unfortunately silver hasn't followed gold up on the recent recovery but support in July silver seems to have 
thickened at a quasi-triple low of $15.90.  

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
06/10/15  

The market was simply too cheap at the June lows  

 

GENERAL: The bull camp might point to the sharp range-up extension attempt 
early Tuesday as a sign of concentrated short-covering buying. With LME 
copper stocks declining in 17 of the last 18 sessions, a rise in Chinese copper 
ore imports for March and ongoing support from weakness in the Dollar that 
should give the bull camp a fundamental edge. An issue limiting copper prices is 
reports of a noted rise in April Peruvian copper production. Given that a series 
of downtrend channel resistance lines were violated with this week's rally, the short term technical trend appears 
to have been reversed. With the recent spec and fund short potentially reaching up to 15,000 contracts, some of 
the buying this morning might be classic short covering.  
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MARKET IDEAS: 
Initial support is pulled up to $2.7490 today and resistance isn't seen until an old double high of $2.7840. The 50 
day moving average in July copper is seen up at $2.7910 and a return to that level would provide even more fuel 
for the bull camp to embrace a return to the early May highs.  
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